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OUTLOOK  

Short term outlook  
 

 Protest activity remains the central theme of reporting from southern Iraq, with demonstrations in relation to 

basic service provision and employment in their third week.  Extra care is advised when travelling to locations 

affected by large-scale demonstrations in July.  The Iraqi Security Forces remain on alert as the protests 

continue.  Demonstrations can be expected to continue in the next few weeks as demand for water and 

electricity increases during the hot summer months.  

 

 The fall-out of the May 12 parliamentary elections remains the focus of political reporting.  The manual 

recount of votes is expected to take around two more weeks to complete, with the government formation 

process to start officially after the results are confirmed by the Federal Supreme Court.  Political negotiations 

over the government composition are likely to be complicated by the current protest activity in southern Iraq, 

with the PM Haider al-Abadi’s security leadership and popularity tested by violent demonstrations. 

 

 Controversial results of the parliamentary elections and the ongoing disputes resulting from the Kurdish 

independence referendum mean that the general threat from political instability in northern Iraq could 

manifest itself to varying degrees of unrest and violence at the local level.  On July 01, a suicide VBIED 

targeted a warehouse housing ballot boxes in Kirkuk; one security element was killed and 20 others were 

injured.  On July 18, multiple explosive devices detonated in the city centre reportedly injuring at least a 

dozen civilians.  Increased security is expected to be seen in Irbil, following the attack on the Governor’s 

Office on July 23.    

   

Medium to long term outlook  

 
 A protracted period of coalition building is expected follow the elections.  The official government formation 

process will be initiated once the Federal Court confirms the parliamentary election results.  A period of 

transition will follow in which bureaucracy will increase as incumbents and policy changes.  

 

 The election results and government composition will have a significant impact on the security environment in 

northern Iraq.  In the absence of a concerted effort to engage the disenfranchised Sunni population of the 

country, these areas will remain at risk of sectarian violence from radical Sunni elements, especially in 

Nineveh, Salah al-Din and western Kirkuk. 

 
 Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an 

insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets, 

the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, 

and along the Hamrin Mountains.  

 
 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern region. Long-term tensions are also expected to be driven by the return of militia factions 

expecting material and social rewards for their contribution in the campaign against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Protests in the South continue for another week but numbers fall 
The trend for protest activity continues in southern Iraq with demonstrations in relation to basic service provision 

and employment entering the fourth week.  The main topics requiring attention remain the provision of increased 

and adequate electricity supply, access to fresh drinking water and more employment opportunities. The scale of 

protests has decreased and there were no fatalities recorded this week, the Iraqi Security Forces remain on 

alert.  Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has pledged further measures to meet protesters' demands over the week.  

On July 27, the top Iraqi Shia cleric, Ali al-Sistani, has urged the government to address the demands of the 

protesters immediately; he also spoke against all forms of violations either by the protesters or by the security 

forces during the protests.   

Three attackers and one civilian killed in attack on Governor’s Office in Irbil  
On July 23, three armed men attacked the Governor’s Office building in central Irbil.  Kurdish security said that 

the assailants gained entrance the building before official working hours, and opened fire at the guards.  All three 

attackers were killed in a resulting security operation; one civilian in the building was the only non-involved 

fatality.  One policeman and three security officers were reported injured.  Irbil authorities claimed that the three 

attackers were identified as Kurds, pupils of a local imam suspected of links to jihadist groups. 

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Moderate Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**  North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Diwaniyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra  
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OVERVIEW 

Civil unrest 
 

Protests in southern Iraq continue for another week but numbers fall 

The trend for protest activity continues in southern Iraq with demonstrations in relation to basic service provision 

and employment entering the fourth week.  The main topics requiring attention remain the provision of increased 

and adequate electricity supply, access to fresh drinking water and more employment opportunities. Although 

the scale of protests has decreased and there were no fatalities recorded this week, the Iraqi Security Forces 

remain on alert.  On Friday evening, July 27, large demonstrations were seen again in Baghdad, Karbala, Najaf, 

Diwaniyah, Nasiriyah, Samawah, Amarah and Basra.  

 

Government makes further promises to meet protesters' demands 

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has pledged further measures to meet protesters' demands over the week.  The 

Iraqi government allocated funding for water projects in Basra and Dhi Qar provinces, state-run media 

announced on July 24.  PM has also pledged an additional IQD 800 billion (US $669 million) to Iraq’s housing 

fund.  The cabinet also discussed taking measures to create job opportunities for unemployed.  The Ministry of 

Labour announced, that the GoI crisis cell had approved the training of 41,000 job seekers, whilst in training the 

individuals will receive a daily wage – the Federal purse has allocated IQD 400 billion (US $33 million) to the 

project.  On July 24, Dhi Qar Governor Yahya al-Nasiri announced that the government has agreed to open 

7,000 jobs in Dhi Qar.  In addition, PM said that the formation of a committee to hold negligent local officials 

accountable was approved.  PM criticised provincial authorities, suggesting they were largely responsible for 

unemployment and the deterioration of services. He argued that the problems had been exacerbated by the 

transfer of responsibilities to provinces suggesting that local administrations had proven incapable of overseeing 

service delivery.   

 

Sistani urges government to address protesters’ demands, rejects violence 

On July 27, the representative of Iraq's top Shia cleric, Ali al-Sistani, urged the government to address the 

demands of the protesters immediately.  During his weekly Friday sermon, broadcast by Iraqiya News TV, Abdul 

Mahdi al-Karbalai relayed Sistani’s rejection of all forms of violence either by the protesters or by the security 

forces during the protests.  Karbalai said that Sistani had long advised officials in the government to work for 

reform and to refrain from protecting corrupt politicians.  Sistani also called for the formation of a new 

government as soon as possible, saying that the new prime minister needs to be “brave and firm in fighting 

corruption”.  The cleric warned that protesters may recur to new forms of popular unrest in case their demands 

are not met.  “The scene will then look differently,” he said in reference to potential violence, voicing hope that all 

parties would give priority to the interest of Iraq.  Later during the evening, Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi 

expressed his support for the requests made by al-Sistani.  He commended the content of the sermon, saying it 

is “a roadmap for the future of Iraq and its people”.   

 

Kuwait donates 17 generators to Iraq  

Deputy Minister of Electricity and Water of Kuwait, Mohammad Bu Shahri, said on July 22 that the ministry has 

donated to Iraq 17 mobile generators with a total capacity of 30,000 kilowatts. Bu Shahri said in a press 

statement that the donation came "to alleviate the electricity crisis in the Iraqi city of Basra."  The Iraqi Ministry of 

Electricity announced on July 20 that Kuwait would supply fuel for the operation of power stations in the country.  

The social media in Kuwait broadcast videos of a transport convoy of generators and fuel tanks, heading to Iraq 

amid tight security.  
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Political 
 
Federal Supreme Court suspends MP retirement law 

Iraq's Federal Supreme Court has reportedly suspended the implementation of a controversial law allocating 

retirement benefits to former parliamentarians.  The court issued its ruling on July 23 after it had admitted an 

appeal submitted against the law by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi on July 22, local media outlets quoted the 

court's spokesman as saying.  “Abadi's appeal has met all legal requirements and was based on legal 

argumentation”, the spokesman said.  The court would now examine the merits of the case and is expected to 

issue a verdict in the coming weeks.  Legal expert Haider al-Sairafi told the Sumaria news website on July 22 

that Abadi's appeal argued against "major financial privileges" that would allow MPs to receive a pension even if 

they had served only one day in parliament.   

 

IHEC continues manual recount of parliamentary votes 

The Independent High Electoral Commission (IHEC) announced on July 24 that the partial recount of ballots in 

Najaf and Diyala provinces was complete.  Media quoted another statement by the commission’s spokesman 

saying that the IHEC and the mandated judges had not announced any results of the ongoing vote recount, 

describing the results being published by media outlets as ‘inaccurate’.  Media reporting indicated that the 

manual recount has been completed in 16 of Iraq’s 18 provinces. Officials have yet to finish recounting votes 

from Babil and Baghdad, as well as ballots from the out-of-country voting, which have been transported to 

Baghdad.   

 

Kurdish electoral body extends deadline for candidate registration 

The Kurdish Independent High Election and Referendum Commission (KIHERC) has extended the candidate 

registration deadline for the September 30 Kurdistan Region parliamentary elections until July 29. The 

Commission claimed that only the Armenian and Turkmen lists, along with two other political entities, have 

submitted their candidate lists by July 25.   On the day the announcement was made, Kurdish media reported 

the names of the heads of the various party lists: Qubad Talabani (Patriotic Union of Kurdistan); Barham Salih 

(Coalition for Justice and Democracy); former MP Abdulla Mala Nouri (Gorran); KIU Political Bureau member 

Mustafa Abdulla (Kurdistan Islamic Union); and MP Soran Omer (Kurdistan Islamic Group).  Media linked to the 

ruling Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) also published a list of all 100 KDP candidates headed by Hemin 

Hawrami, who has served as the party's head of foreign relations and adviser to Massoud Barzani. 

 

Security 
 

Three gunmen attack Governor’s Office in Irbil on July 23  

On July 23, three armed men attacked the Governor’s Office building in central Irbil.  Kurdish security said that 

the assailants gained entrance the building at around 0745hrs, before official working hours, and opened fire at 

the guards.  All three attackers were killed in a resulting security operation; one civilian in the building was the 

only non-involved fatality.  One policeman and three security officers were reported injured.  The Directorate 

General of Counter-Terrorism confirmed that the assailants were citizens of the Kurdish Region, residents of the 

New Citadel area.  Irbil authorities claimed that the three men who attacked the Governor’s office on July 23 

were pupils of a local imam affiliated with jihadist groups. The Kurdistan Democratic Party’s head of the security 

in Irbil, Tariq Nuri, said on July 24 that “the three terrorists who were killed were affiliated to Mala Ismail Susayi, 

who was arrested two weeks ago and confessed in front of a judge that he had pledged allegiance to Islamic 

State”.   
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Humanitarian 
 

France commits €500,000 to clear IS explosives  

France has donated an initial payment of half a million euros (US$590,000) to the United Nations Mine Action 

Service (UNMAS) in  Iraq  to  help  clear  explosives  from  areas  recaptured  from  Islamic State (IS) 

which  will  allow  displaced  people  to  return.  “This contribution testifies not only to the concrete commitment of 

France alongside Iraqis but also to a desire for effective collaboration with all our partners to develop concrete 

projects for the reconstruction of Iraq,” Bruno Aubert, French Ambassador to Iraq, said in a statement.  UNMAS 

says it will use the money to expand its survey and clearance operations in Anbar, Nineveh, Kirkuk, Salah al-Din 

and Diyala province.  Working alongside the Iraqi government’s Directorate of Mine Action, UNMAS says it will 

also dedicate more resources to risk education for people living in and returning to liberated areas contaminated 

by explosives. The  UN  agency  also  plans  to  dedicate  more  resources  to  training  and  advisory  support,  

so  the  Iraqi  government  can  better manage, regulate and coordinate its response to explosives clearance. 

 

Economy 
 
Iraqi, Kurdish authorities to work on reopening Kirkuk-Irbil road 

On July 24, Kurdish media reporting claimed that officials from the Iraqi and Kurdish Interior Ministries met in 

Kirkuk to discuss the re-opening of the Irbil-Kirkuk Highway.  The road has been closed since October 2017, 

after federal forces regained control over the province, and the bridge in Pirde was heavily damaged in the 

course of fighting.  In June, the Prime Minister reportedly ordered to “swiftly take the necessary measures to 

reopen to road”.  Kurdish officials had previously complained that the road’s extended closure had impacted on 

the region’s economy.  
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 

The attack on the Governor’s Office in Irbil was the main event reported in the Kurdish Region this week.  Early 

on July 23, three armed men gained entrance the building and opened fire at the guards.  All three assailants 

were later killed; one hostage reportedly died of injuries (See Security overview section). There were three other 

SAF attacks on public buildings in the Kurdish Region, with no casualties or apparent connection to the incident 

on July 23.  In Irbil, armed men shot at the municipality office on July 24, without causing casualties. One of the 

assailants was subsequently arrested and confessed that the shooting was in reaction to the demolition his 

house by local authorities.  In Sulaymaniyah city, unidentified assailants reportedly opened fire at the office of 

the New Generation political party late on July 23; there were no casualties.  Media claimed that the Patriotic 

Union of Kurdistan headquarters in Sulaymaniyah city was also subjected to a SAF attack on July 24.   

Military activity by the Turkish forces targeting the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) was again reported on the 

outskirts of the Kurdish Region. Turkish aircraft conducted a number of strikes in northern Iraq, including 

locations near Avasin Basian, Zap, Hakurk, Hayshima, Khwakurk, Gali Khwakurk, Gali Rash, Mount Kawit and 

Bradost.  Meanwhile, the PKK claimed that 15 Turkish soldiers were killed in an attack on a military outpost near 

Mount Lilekan in the Sidikan area, north Irbil province.  Minor demonstrations and criminal incidents were also 

reported in the KRI.  
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Security operations continue to target insurgent cells operating in the border areas of Irbil, Nineveh, and Salah 

al-Din provinces - around Qayyara, Makhmour and Shirqat. Four security members were killed and several 

others were wounded when suspected IS militants attacked a camp belonging to the Federal Police in 

Makhmour on July 22.  A group of gunmen reportedly attacked the Haj Ali village, Qayyara district, on July 24, 

but were forced to withdraw.  In a subsequent ISF operation conducted in the Haj Ali area – one IS militant was 

killed and another was injured/arrested; the pair had a cache of weapons likely to be used in future planned 

attacks.   
 

Reporting from Nineveh was relatively muted over the week.  Despite the lack of a basic infrastructure and an 

unstable security situation, 4,878 displaced persons have reportedly returned to their homes in Mosul of late, 

according to GOI figures.  ISF claimed 318x bobby-trapped houses were cleared during the recent operations in 

Nineveh.  However, five members of one family were killed/ injured when a legacy IED detonated in a house in 

the Zanjali neighbourhood this week, illustrating the extant UXO hazard.  To the west of Mosul, elements of the 

IA and the Popular Mobilisation launched a clearance operation around Tal Afar district – the operation is still 

ongoing, so far, no violent incidents have been recorded, however, a substantial amount of munitions have been 

recovered.  Meanwhile, local media claimed that Islamic State militants held ‘two military parades’ in the vicinity 

of the Syrian border in Salah al-Din and Nineveh.  A tribal sheikh was quoted as saying on July 25 that the 

parade included a large number of IS members after they entered from Syria through the Jazeera desert.  

 

There were no high-profile attacks recorded in Kirkuk province this week, with reporting focused again on 

Hawijah district.  Three members of a pro-government Sunni tribal militia were wounded in an attack on the 

Sheik Hamad village on July 25.  On July 22, one civilian was killed and two were injured by an IED detonation in 

Rashad sub-district.  As ISF continue security sweeps across in the south-western parts of the province, six 

insurgent shelters were reportedly destroyed; multiple IEDs and munitions were found.   

 

Activity levels in Salah al-Din were low this week, but confrontations between insurgents and the security forces 

occurred again in Tuz Khurmatu, Baiji and Samarra districts.  The Popular Mobilisation reportedly rebuffed 

another attack west of Baiji on July 25, killing two militants.  To the east, two ISF members were killed and four 

others were injured by IED detonations on July 22-23 as ISF operations continue in the Mutaibijah area on the 

eastern outskirts of Salah al-Din.  Elements of the Popular Mobilisation claimed to have cleared and secured the 

main route from Tuz Khurmatu to Tikrit – the operation to do so having taken five days to ensure the safe 

passage of the 100 km stretch.  In Samarra district, the commander of IA Samarra Operations said that one 

suicide attacker was intercepted and killed and another managed to detonate his vest at a checkpoint in the 

Balad area; one civilian was killed and five others including ISF members were injured.   

 

Activity in Diyala this week was broadly in line with previous weeks with low-level fighting between ISF and 

insurgents in the east of the province and along the Diyala River Valley.  A number of Kurdish residents of the 

Murdan village in Khanaqin district were reportedly forced to evacuate due to insurgent activities in the district.  

ISF re-launched clearing operations in the Diyala River Valley this week, focused around Abu Saida.   
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

There were no high-profile incidents reported in Anbar during the week. Clearance operations and airstrikes 

continue to target militants across the desert areas of the province. In the north of the province, multiple IEDs, 

insurgent shelters and weapons were found around Lake Qadisiyah, Anah, Baghdadi and Qa’im.  A tunnel was 

destroyed and nine militants were killed in an Iraqi airstrike in al-Maridiyah Valley of Jazirat al-Baghdadi. Two 

civilians were injured by an IED explosion in Qaim, near the Syrian border. Several gunmen shot and wounded 

two civilians in Haditha district on July 24.  ISF operations have continued in Ramadi and Fallujah districts, with a 

number of terror suspects arrested and numerous explosive devices found.  

 

The Ministry of Interior and the Popular Mobilisation Middle Euphrates unit have announced additional measures 

to secure the road from Nukhayb towards the Arar border crossing with Saudi Arabia, in order to ensure the 

safety of pilgrims travelling for the Hajj to Mecca later this summer.  According to the statement, the road would 

be secured by the PMF 2nd, 11th, and 26th Brigades along with ISF. 
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

Protest activity in Baghdad has remained limited for another week, with no larger scale disruptions or violence. 

Peaceful protests were held again in Tahrir Square on July 22, 23 and 27.  All events were heavily policed and 

relatively small in scale.  There were no high-profile attacks during the week, and the majority of IED incidents 

did not result in casualties.  The exception was a UVIED detonation in the Mashtal neighbourhood on July 26, 

where one civilian was killed and two others were injured.  Such targeted attacks are typically linked to business 

or tribal feuds and they rarely present a risk for the general public. There were also IED/grenade detonations 

consistent with the pattern of intimidation attacks in the Shula neighbourhood and Sadr City.  Other activity has 

conformed to routine patterns, comprising primarily isolated SAF attacks and criminal arrests. SAF incidents and 

armed robberies were seen in Karkh (Hussainiya area), Adhamiyah (Ur, Shaab, Boub al-Sham), Sadr City, 

Doura (Siha, Rashid), and New Baghdad (Fudailiyah, Ghadeer).   

In the wider Baghdad belts, hostile activity was also largely limited to small arms and IED attacks.  To the north 

of the capital, an IED detonated targeting a PMF convoy in Saba al-Bour; the blast injured one fighter and held 

the convoy up for over an hour as they swept for more devices.  A hand grenade targeted a house of an ISF 

member in Taji on July 23, without casualties.  ISF clearance operations continue in the rural areas on 

Baghdad’s outskirts and ISF reported numerous finds of legacy weaponry and ammunition west and south of 

Baghdad, towards the border with Anbar.    
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

Protest activity remained the main theme of reporting from southern Iraq for another week.  However at the 

current time and in light of what would appear to have been an increase in ISF reinforcements, protest action 

has been less confrontational.  Events this week have been more sporadic and have tended to be limited in 

duration.  A larger scale protest action was held on Friday, July 27, well planned and policed by ISF. 

Demonstrations were seen in Karbala, Najaf, Diwaniyah, Nasiriyah, Samawah, Amarah and Basra during the 

evening. Some demonstrations were recorded at oil facilities in Basra Province again, Zubayr and Qurna 

districts. Several hundred protesters gathered for a short protest in the West Qurna area, before a list of 16 

demands was handed over to Oil Police at the site; the gathering then dispersed. North of Basra city, a soldier 

and a tribal member were injured in Qarmat Ali on July 21, when ISF had gone to remove protester tents from an 

area close to a highway bridge – weapons were brought to the site and an exchange with the ISF ensued.  20 

people were arrested and three tents were removed.  Meanwhile, the Directorate of Electricity Distribution 

claimed that unidentified assailants opened fire on an electricity pylon in the nearby Khora area, north of Basra, 

causing material damage to the Basra-Amarah power line and power outages.   

 

The remainder of reporting comprised a number of shootings – mostly related to tribal or familial issues – with 

the murder of a lawyer in Basra on July 24 also falling into this category.  In Dhi Qar, several gunmen shot and 

wounded 14 civilians, due to a family dispute in the Shatra area on July 21. Separately, the vehicle belonging to 

a local council chairman was shot at near Sayed Dakhil on July 22, reportedly in relation to a tribal dispute which 

the official had attempted to resolve.   
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point  
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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